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VCFA Announces Partnership and Affiliation Agreement with CalArts.  >>LEARN MORE>>
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What will you create here? 














Our Unique Model

As the only college devoted exclusively to graduate fine arts education, VCFA offers artists and writers a transformative educational experience and an inclusive creative community.



What is Low Residency? 














Academics

VCFA's outstanding faculty and highly individualized curriculum will help you refine your craft, experiment creatively, and develop a meaningful body of work.



Explore Programs 














 Apply Now

Now accepting applications for Summer 2024.



Get Started 













































Our Mission & Values 


VCFA is a global community of artists continuously redefining what it means to be an arts college. We measure our success by our ability to foster the excellence of emerging and established practitioners. Learn More>>












Our Programs 



VCFA’s unparalleled programs and highly individualized curriculum will help you refine your craft and develop a meaningful body of work.



	


MFA Programs 



	


Non-Degree Programs 



	


Center for Arts + Social Justice 




























Artists, whether they’re practicing in the visual arts or the narrative arts, are storytellers and sense-makers. I think it’s the artists who propel us to envision a more perfect world.


Leslie Ward
 | President Emeritus













Student Work 




SEE ALL 














Our award-winning students push boundaries, break new ground, and further the cultural conversation with their work.
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Latest News 




Learn more 
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April 2, 2024





VCFA Announces Partnership with CalArts 





Learn more 













VCFA Announces Partnership with CalArts 
















News
March 7, 2024






Chutz & Lange Named as GDUSA Graphic Design Students to Watch 




Two members of the VCFA MFA in Graphic Design community, Chris Lange (GD ‘24) and Leah Chutz (GD ‘24), have been... 






Keep reading 


















News
February 2, 2024






VCFA Alumnx, Students, and Faculty to Attend AWP 2024 




The VCFA community will be represented this year at the annual Association of Writers & Writing Programs (AWP) conference. 






Keep reading 















 





By the Numbers 


VCFA’s six widely acclaimed programs offer graduate degrees in a wide range of arts disciplines. A few other notable numbers:















3975

alumnx across the US and around the world







5:1

maximum student-to-faculty ratio







$1M+

in scholarships awarded annually













View More VCFA Numbers 












Support VCFA 





Does art matter? We think so. 


As VCFA sets new standards for graduate education in the 21st-century, we ask for your support.






Give to VCFA 


















Vermont College of Fine Arts

36 College Street

Montpelier, VT 05602

USA



1-866-934-VCFA 
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